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his best toward keeping up the scholarship standard of the college. In an example where studies are sacrificed for class affairs, consider the usual technique board. Every year a number of junior and senior sets are examined on Technique. Their indexes generally result in an excellent book, but the number of failures in philosophy due to this work is notorious. It is well to note that almost every Junior on the board has weaknesses in this second year of the third year of the course.

In student activities, as in study, a man should be thorough. It is impossible to do as much work in the class and study as it is to perform one outside duty in good shape. More than one important position almost cannot be held by any man. President of clubs and choral society, captain of teams, and committeemen, all capable and well-exercised, have often been disappointed because they have not had time to put on a credit that will attract sufficient members to continue their greater possible improvement.

An example in times past the Institute Committee has proved itself inferior to others. The men on the committee were prominent and had other obligations. No competition was required to make the committee, no effort or necessity to hold a place on it, no effort to regularize it had to be shown, so no tabulated list of duties must be followed, and the members were quite a small group of the most interested in other duties where they were forced to work. Consequently they did not spend the time necessary to do one's possible. It is desirable for men to go into class affairs, when one should work hard for some serious activity, do the good it may do him and the good it may do Technology. Still he should not allow his zeal to carry him so far that he may interfere with others.

DEAN BOSTON NEXT WEDNESDAY.

Will Speak to Freshmen on Student Activities

In place of the announced lecture by Prof. Nevin on a subject of concern, Dean Burton will talk to the freshmen on the interesting and valuable subject of mechanical drawing. This talk will be given Wednesday, Dec. 14th at 4:30 P.M. in 224 Lowell. President Burton will give his views of a time next week not yet decided.
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